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THE REPORTERANALYZER TM INTERFACE - MAIN FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES
About ReporterAnalyzer 6
ReporterAnalyzer technology is a flexible analysis engine that enables network managers to
understand how application traffic is impacting network performance.
Knowing this, when performance issues arise, you have many cost-effective options such as queuing,
rescheduling, removing unwanted traffic, or reconfiguring applications that devour bandwidth. With
ReporterAnalyzer, you are able to quickly understand how effective these options have been in solving a
problem. In other words, you don’t always have to increase bandwidth to solve a problem - often the
most costly solution.
ReporterAnalyzer technology provides an integrated view of application traffic across your
enterprise, giving you the information you need to improve network performance and optimize
your infrastructure investment.
ReporterAnalyzer technology is unique in its ability to store and report on enterprise-wide,
Cisco NetFlow data for a full year.
Gathering data from such rich data sources as Cisco NetFlow, ReporterAnalyzer enables you to
see which applications are using bandwidth, who is using those applications and when.
Main architectural features
Our ReporterAnalyzer appliance is a server with our software engine pre-installed. The appliance is then
installed on your network. It includes these features:
HTML/Web-based reporting and analysis front end
Central analysis database that supports the collection of data from multiple sources
Network-specific data model scalable to the largest enterprises, and with minimal configuration
Custom Reports to view the data in ways that are meaningful to you
Real-time reporting and alarming
Virus Scan Wizard for easy detection of potential viruses
Data Storage for one year

NetQoS Architecture for Cisco Netflow Solution
The diagram below illustrates one example of the positioning and placement of ReporterAnalyzer, DSA,
NetFlow Manager, and Harvester on your network. (Note that this illustration applies to a NetFlow Solution
only).
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Sample Usage of ReporterAnalyzer:

Capacity Planning
When traffic has exceeded 80% utilization on a particular link, send an alarm.
Assess what applications, hosts, and conversations are consuming your bandwidth.
Troubleshooting
Learn how a virus is affecting your network: on which links and hosts.
Identify and monitor unwanted traffic in real time.
Traffic Analysis
The applications that are using the most bandwidth: who is using them and when.
Analyze workday-only traffic for the month, excluding lunchtime hours
Assess the amount of web traffic in the Americas vs. the European regions.
Billback
Compare quarterly volume and utilization totals.
Identify subnet-to-subnet traffic for single or multiple applications.
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NAVIGATING THE REPORTERANALYZER INTERFACE: MAIN MENUS
The Reports Home Page: Main Functions

The initial view in ReporterAnalyzer, is that of the Reports home page, shown above. The following
menu options are available once you are logged on as a user of ReporterAnalyzer:
Interfaces: The default home page, the Interface Index page allows you to view interfaces
ordered by each router listed on this page. Click on the blue arrow to expand a router for its list
of interfaces.
Real-Time Reports: Real-Time Reports allow you to capture the most recent hour’s data in real
time, at one-minute granularity. Real-Time Reports provide hourly trend measurement for
interface rate, volume, and utilization, as well as furnishing reports for the current protocols,
hosts, conversations, or types of service on the interface in both In and Out directions.
Custom Reports: Run a Custom Report to target Protocol, Protocol Groups, Host, or
Conversation data for an Interface or Interface Group, over your chosen time period. Interface
Groups and Protocol Groups, as well as custom reporting periods, can be set up using the
Administration interface.
Analysis: To know when a particular threshold for Utilization or Traffic Rate is violated on a
specific link, or a subset of links, use the Analysis Wizard accessible from the Reports: Analysis
tab.
Virus Scan: Scan hosts and links for traffic anomalies that may indicate virus activity.
Advisory Service: Receive monthly monitoring, analysis, and recommendations from NetQoS
engineering staff to optimize your network performance.
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Schedule E-mail: Schedule particular reports to be e-mailed to administrators within your
organization (select the E-mail Page link at top right of any report). Once scheduled, these emails appear in the Scheduled E-mails list under the Reports menu.

Administration Menu: Main Features

Data Collection: Data Sources and Address-DNS Name Matching are configured using the
Data Collection menu. Basic components of a Custom Report, such as Interface Groups and
Protocol Groups, are configured here. Real-time ToS descriptions can be added here as well.
Reporting (Time Period): When viewing an Interface, Protocol, Host or Conversation Report,
besides the standard, Daily, Weekly, Monthly and Yearly views, custom Reporting Periods may
be configured, employing Time Filters that precisely segment your workday. These time-based
configurations are performed using the Reporting menu in the Administration interface.
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Analysis: Set Traps for threshold violations (Utilization, Rate, and Volume) as seen on a
particular Interface/Group.
Define Application Settings: Use the Application menu to define settings such as Time Zone,
From Address in emails, to display in reports, and to view system-status check of
ReporterAnalyzer. Authentication of roles required to access ReporterAnalyzer is performed
here.
To access the administrative interface, select the Administration link at the far right of the blue
header.
To access the NetQoS customer support page, select the Support link at the far right of the blue
header.
To access the NetQoS Home Page, select the NetQoS link to the right of the Support link.
To log off the Reports console, click on the Log Off link in the extreme right-hand corner of the
blue header.
To access online help, select the Help link at the right of the header.
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GETTING STARTED

1.

Launch the ReporterAnalyzer application, typing in the address of ReporterAnalyzer in the internet
address window of your browser, to access the web interface.

2.

On the ReporterAnalyzer Log In page that displays, provide the required user name and password in
the text boxes provided.

3.

Click the Log In button.

4.

You are immediately presented with the Interface Index, a list by router of all configured interfaces
on your network:
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5.

The menu options under Reports, namely, Interfaces, Custom Reports, Analyses and Schedule E-Mail
are now available for you to select and analyze/report on traffic data collected by ReporterAnalyzer.
To access the Administration interface, you would select the Administration link at the top right
corner of the screen.

Interface Index
Once you have logged on as a user, you will be presented with the Interface Index - the default
home page. This page lists all interfaces on your network by router.
What is an Interface?

An Interface is a data-collection entity and it can be physical or virtual. For example, a frame
relay probe will have an Interface that is the port (which is physical), and it will also have
individual agents for each DLCI (which is virtual). The Interface Index page shows you a
complete list of all Interfaces. The Interface Index gets populated with information from the data
source and gets updated with new interfaces, if new interfaces are added to the router/switch.
Click on a blue arrow to the left of a particular router to expand a list of interfaces on that
router
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Available Metrics for interfaces per router:
On the Interface Index page, the following details are provided for each interface listed under a router
(as shown above). Except for the Last Updated and Active/Inactive information, which is refreshed
according to the current status of the interface, all other fields may be modified by clicking on the edit
icon to the left of the interface name.

Description

This field is populated by the IFDesc parameter in the router. It is configurable
using the Edit an Interface page.

Type

The common link type (ATM, WAN, Ethernet etc.) that applies to the interface.

In/Out Speed

You may see both Active and Inactive Interfaces on this page. An Active
Interface is one for which ReporterAnalyzer has received updated information
through its query to the data source for each of its scheduled queries. An
Inactive Interface is an interface for which ReporterAnalyzer has not received
updated information through its query to the database within the last 4 hours - a
configurable time frame.

Active

You may see both Active and Inactive Interfaces on this page. An Active
Interface is one for which ReporterAnalyzer has received updated information
through its query to the data source for each of its scheduled queries. An
Inactive Interface is an interface for which ReporterAnalyzer has not received
updated information through its query to the database within the last 4 hours - a
configurable time frame.

Last Updated

The last time Reporter saw and reported data for this interface.
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Edit an Interface
To edit an interface, perform the following steps:
1.

On the Interface Index page, click the Edit icon (pencil and pad icon) to the left of the interface that
you wish to edit.

The following Interface Configuration screen will appear:
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2.

Click the Edit tab at the top of the screen to access the Edit an Interface screen where you will
provide Name, Description, Interface Speed (Link Speed), In and Out Speed according to the
provisioning of your circuit. For a full-duplex circuit, In Speed will be equal to Out Speed and their
total will equal Interface Speed. For a half-duplex circuit, In and Out Speed will be the same as Total
speed. Select Media Type using the pull-down menu provided. Status is an automatically updated
field.

3.

Click Submit. You will return to the Interface Configuration screen.

4.

Now click the Add/Remove tab in the lower section of the Interface Configuration screen to access
the Add/Remove Interface Groups screen. This is where you will assign a particular interface to an
Interface Group. Highlight the Interface Group(s) to which you wish to assign this interface, pressing
down the CTRL key to highlight several at the same time. Click Add.
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5.

Once the selected interfaces show up in the lower section of the Add/Remove Interface Groups
window, click Done at the bottom right of the screen.

Note: To return to the Interface Index page from the Interface Configuration screen, click the Go to
Interfaces button at the bottom right of the screen.

QUICK SEARCH

Quick Search links at the top of the Interface Index display the first letter or number of each defined
router as well as a link called All to return to the entire list. Click one of these links to display only
routers that begin with that letter or number. For example, as illustrated in the graphic below, clicking the
1 link will list only routers identified by IP addresses that begin with 1; clicking the S link will list all
routers that begin with S: San Antonio, Sacramento, Singapore, etc.
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Advanced Search

ADVANCED SEARCH

The Advanced Search link in the Interface Index allows you to search for a particular router or interface
based on a full or partial name or description. In addition, the Advanced Search function does support
wildcards, and allows you to specify active links, inactive, or either, to refine your search.

To Perform an Advanced Search
1. Click the Advanced Search link on the far right of the Interface Index menu.

2.

Type a full or partial (wildcard) name or description into the associated search field. If searching with
a wildcard, type a partial name preceded or followed by an asterisk to specify any router or interface
with that portion of the name in its full name.

3. Specify Active, Inactive, or Any in the Active drop down box.
4. Click the Search button.
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VIEWING INTERFACE REPORTS
Navigate a report, drilling down to the Details for Protocol, Host or
Conversation data on an interface
1.

First choose the report you wish to consult - Custom or a regular Interface Report. To generate a
Custom Report select the Custom Reports tab and use the wizard to generate the desired report. To
look at results for an interface, select the Interfaces tab and conduct a search.

2.

Once the interface list appears, select the particular interface for which you wish to look at traffic
results, clicking on the dynamic link for that interface.

3.

In the report that comes up, choose the format in which you wish to look at the data: Pie Graph
(Summary Chart), Summary Table, Trend Plot, Calendar Chart, Growth Table, or Real-Time. Select
the appropriate link at the top of your report.

4.

For Pie Graphs, decide if you wish to see all traffic (including the Other category of negligible
traffic), or only the Top traffic. Select the appropriate button to indicate your choice.

5.

Configure the time period over which you want data reported:
Select Duration or the length of time for which data is reported in the page. You can configure
new periods using the Reporting options under the Administration menu, but the reporting
periods of 8 hours, day, week, month and year are available. If you pick a start and end time, the
duration is set to custom.
OR
Enter a Reporting Period (The 'From' and 'To' Date Range); Click the Change button to enter the
desired date range - if you wish to change the default (until the current time).
Choose a Time Filter (from the list of available periods that are relevant to your organization e.g., 8 - 5 Monday - Friday) for which you wish to see results.

6.

Once the screen refreshes with the requested report consult the list of Protocols seen on the selected
interface over the time period you chose.

Bytes In, Bytes Out and Total Volume (Bytes Total) for Top Protocols will be shown for (IP, TCP and
UDP traffic, seen on the selected interface - with the Total graph as the last one shown.
Note: In the summary chart view of report data, the Pie Top (radio button checked) will eliminate the
'Other' Traffic. Checking the Pie (All) button will graph all traffic for the Interface, Protocol, Host or
Conversation selection, including the 'Other' category shown in a Pie (Top) chart. The 'Other' category
includes traffic that is not prevalent enough, on the selected interface, Protocol, Host or conversation,
for it to be included in a Pie Top Chart. These Protocols are shown in the Top list of Protocols at the
top of the page.
7.

In the Protocol List, click the H or C button adjacent to a Protocol for Host and Conversation traffic
seen for that Protocol. This will display the top or all Hosts and Conversations for the selected
Protocol, as requested.

8.

Once in a Host or Conversation Report, select the individual link for a Host or a Conversation to see
traffic from that single Host or Conversation plotted over Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, 8 hour
periods.
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NAVIGATION TIPS AND TRICKS
Quick Search links at the top of the Interface Index display the first letter or number of each
defined router as well as a link called All to return to the entire list. Click one of these links to
display only routers that begin with that letter or number.
Selecting the Trend link at the top right of a Summary Chart or Table will display the same data
in a trend plot that shows traffic over time.
To specify the number of top 'N' objects you wish to see listed in the table of results, use the input
box that appears at the top of the page. The top ten results are shown by default.
Selecting any one of the hyperlinked objects in the yellow shaded box will expand into the
detailed view for that single object: Protocol, Host, or Conversation (depending on report type).
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VIEWING REPORTS: LOOKING AT THE DATA
Which view?
Each viewing format has its merits, depending on your goal: For example, the Summary Chart or pie
graph provides a quick perspective on the percentage distribution of all the protocols seen on an
interface. The Trend Plot allows you to track the spikes and slumps in network traffic patterns over time.
The most comprehensive data set - the most Protocols, Hosts, Conversations, and the most Metrics
(Total, IN, OUT, Utilization) easily sorted for a scale of comparison (by clicking on the column heading) is
available in the Summary Table. The Calendar Chart allows you to track Utilization of a particular
interface over time. Growth Tables show the increase or decrease of every Protocol (by Traffic Average
Rate) on a particular interface over a period of 6 weeks or 6 months.
This topic discusses the different ways to consult reported data in the available formats.
Note: For the Summary Trend and the Summary Table reports, data may be exported to CSV format
by clicking the CSV (yellow) link at the top right corner of the graph.

Summary Chart View
The Pie graph shows each protocol as a percentage of the total protocol traffic reported on the selected
Interface/Interface Group (whether it is All - Top Protocols plus others, or the Top Protocols only minus
Others).
1.

You must have selected the Interface you wish to report on - using the Interface Browser.

2.

The Summary Chart is the default view in which results display. If you are in a different view, select
the Summary Charts link for Protocol Reports at the top of the page.
Last Updated field: shows when data was last reported for the selected Interface by
ReporterAnalyzer.
Pie Top vs. Pie All: To look at only the Top Protocols (minus the Others that comprise negligible
percentages of total traffic), select the Plot As: Pie (Top) option on the page. To look at All
Protocols seen on the currently selected interface, (including Others) choose the Pie (All) option.

3.

Analyze the results:
Traffic Volume for the selected interface is shown presenting In, Out and Total Bytes respectively,
in the three summary charts on the page.
The header of each graph provides statistics on the total IP, TCP and UDP traffic volumes and
percentages
Select the Trend Plot link at the top right of each Summary graph to see the data plotted over
time
For each Protocol Listed in a Protocol Report, select the adjacent (blue) H button to see the top
Hosts for that Protocol, click C for top Conversations for the selected Protocol.

4.

Configure the reporting period:
To change Reporting Duration or time interval reported on the page, using the pull-down menu
provided. To configure a new reporting duration navigate to the Administration interface and
select Reporting: Period.
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Change the reporting period by clicking on the link that shows the currently reported time
period, to access the time range form; Clicking on the Starting Date and Ending Date boxes pops
up a mini-calendar that is convenient for selecting the date and time.
To further refine the reporting period, select one of the available Time Filters which defines the
workdays and hours that are precisely relevant to your purposes; To create a new Time Filter,
select the Reporting: Time Filters tab under Administration.

Summary Tables
Select the Summary Tables link at the top of the page to look at the detailed customized data in sortable
table format. Summary Tables display all the traffic data for the requested object (Interface, Protocol,
Host or Conversation), as opposed to the top-ten-only view you see in the Summary Charts. However, due
to the large volume of data typically seen in Summary Tables, by default you will still be shown a top-end subset of
the data.
Details are provided in a Summary Table: Average Rate IN and OUT, Total, Maximum Rates
IN, OUT and Total are represented for all Protocols / Hosts / Covnersations in sortable columns.
In the case of Hosts and Conversations, Maximum Rates (IN and OUT)Bytes IN and OUT, are
presented, in addition to Volume (Bytes Total).
To sort the traffic data by a particular metric, click on the column heading in the (grey) header
to sort by that parameter: By default, the Summary Table is sorted in descending order by the
values that are displayed in the far-right column of the table.

Trend Plots
Trend Plots show traffic volumes, hosts and conversations over a chosen period of time – unlike the
‘static’ representation of the same data in tabular format, or the pie-graph format. ReporterAnalyzer
provides both summary and detail trends, for protocol, host and conversation data.
Choose to see Rate Volume or Utilization values plotted: Select the appropriate metric at the top
of the page.
Time Frame for Trend Plots: Data is plotted over the selected Reporting Period. For example, in
the case of Daily data (the default Trend plots view), you will see data for the last 24 hours. The
level of detail you see in a trend plot depends on the view you are in - 8 hour, Daily, Weekly, Monthly,
Yearly. For example, the 15 minute default resolution of the daily view will yield more detail and
closer resolution than the high-level view of the yearly view which has a 1 day sampling
resolution.
Data Representation: Time and date are represented along the horizontal axis. The Y (vertical
axis) reports the traffic rates in bps (bits per second) or volume in Bytes. Both Average Rates IN
and OUT are shown for reported data - in green and blue respectively. In the white area above the
trend, consult the sampling resolution for the traffic shown - e.g.: 2 samples at 1 day resolution
for yearly data.
What are the IN and OUT rates reported at the top right corner of the blue header above the plot?
These rates default to the bandwidth statement on the router for this particular interface.
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Calendar Charts
A Calendar Chart tracks how busy a given link or protocol has been in a specific month. They are useful
for quickly identifying usage patterns and performance degradation based on time of day, day of the
week, or day of the month.

Interface Calendar Charts
To access a calendar chart for a particular interface, click the Calendar Chart link on the Interface
Summary Chart page.

A Calendar Chart for that interface appears:
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Use the pull-down menus provided to select a Month and Traffic Direction (In, Out, Total) for
refreshed results. In addition, an optional Time Filter can be selected to further filter days and
hours of significance. Time Filters must be defined ahead of time in the Administration interface.
The Y axis of a calendar chart depicts the Time of Day or hours when traffic usage increased. The
X axis allows you to evaluate usage over the days of the month you selected.
The color in the chart indicates utilization percentage range.
In the example above, on the selected interface, utilization held at 0-10% of the link from May 1 May 9. Sporadic 20% - 30% utilization percentages were noted on May 1. For specific results during
the work-day only, you may wish to apply a workday Time Filter – such filtered results can produce
different utilization percentages because they depict traffic seen during work hours only.

Protocol Calendar Charts
To access a calendar chart for a particular protocol, click the Calendar Chart link on the Protocol
Summary Chart page, which is accessed by clicking a protocol link, or its Host or Conversation icon.
1.

Select a protocol report, as illustrated below.

2.

Then click the Calendar Chart link on the protocol page.

A calendar chart for that particular protocol will appear.
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Note : The key difference between an Interface calendar chart and a Protocol calendar chart is that an
Interface calendar chart illustrates how much ALL protocols have utilized a link, while a Protocol
chart reflects how a specific protocol has utilized a link.

Growth Table
The Growth Table tracks how quickly each protocol on the selected interface has increased or decreased
in the last 6 weeks or 6 months up until the month specified (under the month or week specified in the 6
Months Ending or Including Week of field). Access a growth table by clicking the Growth Table link on
the main Summary Chart page for a given interface:
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Then configure the following parameters to show the information you need to see:
Choose Traffic Direction and optionally, apply a Time Filter to target the hours of the workday
and days of the work-week that you are specifically interested in.
On the Growth Table, you can specify how many protocols you wish to track by entering a
number in the top protocols box.
Growth Rates are tracked using Traffic Average Rates for each protocol, shown by month (or
week) within the chosen time period. Consult the Growth Column (the one on the extreme
right), for the growth percentage for that protocol over the 6 month or 6 week chosen period.
This detailed data is presented in descending order of growth percentages for the protocols;
Simply click on a column heading to sort in reverse order by that metric.
Export to a spreadsheet format by clicking on the CSV link at the top right.
In Capacity and Out Capacity refer to link speeds in each direction.
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CREATE A REPORTING PERIOD AND TIME FILTERS

Certain default reporting periods are provided for you to select when looking at a report or analysis
results, namely: 8-hr, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly. Additionally, you can use the administration
interface to configure your own custom reporting period that slices the days and hours that are relevant
to your reporting requirements:
For example, you can specify the start and end-date and/or duration, choose the sampling resolution or
level of detail you wish to see in the report, and optionally apply Time Filters that cut out the relevant
work hours and work days.
Reporting Periods define the broader time interval that you wish to capture in a report, while Time
Filters segment the specific hours that you are interested in reporting on.

Create your own Reporting Period
1.

First, select the Administration (white font) link at the top right of the screen.

2.

Under the Administration: Reporting menu, select the Reporting Periods tab to access the first
configuration screen (shown below):

3.

On the Reporting Periods Configuration screen (above), click Add to fill in the required fields and
create a new period, as shown below:
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Create a Reporting Period and Time Filters

4.

Provide a brief explanatory name for your Reporting Period, a Duration (or the time interval to be
spanned) and optionally, a description. Press the Submit, finished button to return to the Reporting
Periods configuration screen. If you wish to, you can now add a Time Filter to further refine the
Reporting Period. As currently configured, this Reporting Period will target the last 5 days from
when the report is run.

Add a Time Filter
A Time Filter further refines the reporting period, targeting the specific hourly interval on certain days of
the week, within the reporting duration.

1.

Select the Time Filters tab under the Administration: Reporting menu to define the relevant time
period: For example, for a Work Day Time Filter, you wish to target the Monday through Friday,
8.00 AM - 5.00 PM ) time interval:

2.

Provide an appropriate name for the Time Filter, one that is self-explanatory during configuration of
the reporting duration. Provide details in the Description field.

3.

Select the Days of the week that will be reported if you select this Time Filter, checking the
corresponding boxes.

4.

Choose the hours (and minutes) to specify From and To in the time range that will be spanned by this
Time Filter, using the pull-down menus provided.
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5.

Click Submit.

Look at an Interface Report over the custom Work Week Reporting Period,
applying the Work: Day Time Filter
1.

On the Interface Reports page, select a view that utilizes your newly configured Reporting Period
(Work Week with a 5-day duration looking at the past 5 days) and the Work day Time filter which
targets Monday - Friday, 8.00 AM - 5.00 PM.

2.

Selecting the newly configured Work Week Reporting Period (5 days Duration) and the Work day
Time Filter (Mon - Fri, 8.00 AM - 5.00 PM) will produce results for the past work week (ending today,
by default) unless you choose to change the Reporting Period).

3.

The Interface Report will refresh now showing results for the Work Week Reporting Period (5 day
duration) up to now (default), further filtered to show only Monday through Friday, 8.00 AM - 5.00
PM traffic.

4.

You may wish to change the up to now (default) Reporting Period by specifying a Start and End Date
(and time).
a.

Click on the Change button to access the Date Range form (shown below):

b. Click on the Starting Date and Ending Date fields to select the from and to dates using a mini
calendar that pops up. Specify start time and end time in hours using the adjacent pull-down
menus. Click OK.
c.

The reporting period selections will refresh showing the chosen date range for the Reporting
Period.

Note : The Reporting Duration will automatically change to Custom and the Time Filter will have to
be re-selected as it will default to None once you change the Reporting period date range.
ReporterAnalyzer User’s Guide
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REAL-TIME REPORTS

Real-Time Reports allow you to capture the most recent hour’s data in real time at one-minute
granularity.
Real-Time Reports provide hourly trend measurement for interface rate, volume, and utilization, as well
as furnishing summary reports for the current protocols, hosts, conversations, or types of service on the
interface in both In and Out directions. Trend measurements for the current hour are given in a trend
plot graph, while summary reports are depicted in the pie charts that follow.
In the Trend Plot section, a highlighter option allows you to focus on specific minute ranges in up to 20minute increments. When increment and time range are selected, data for that specific time range is
reflected in the Summary Reports below.
In addition, when viewing Protocols in the Summary Report section, H and C icons in the column
following the protocol name offer information on the current hosts or conversations, respectively, for that
protocol.
Real-Time reports may be printed or e-mailed by clicking the Print or E-Mail Page icons in the upper
right corner of the page.

Note: To allow accurate Real-Time reporting with one-minute granularity, the Netflow Active
Timeout value in the router must be set to one minute. Please note also that because the average flow
lasts only seconds, this timeout change should have little or no impact on CPU usage.

Viewing Real-Time Reports
1.
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Or, if you are already viewing a particular interface, select the Real Time link next to the Growth Table
and Trend Plot links on the main Summary Chart for that interface.

2.

Click the Select Interface link that appears on the Real-Time Reports page. An Interface Index
appears with a list of configured routers or probes.

3.

Select a specific interface by clicking the router or probe name, or the arrow next to it, and then
clicking the name of the interface you wish to examine.

The Real-Time report for that interface appears in a trend plot graph and summary report charts.

Highlighting a Time Range for Real-Time Reports
1.

To focus on data for specific time ranges within the current hour, select a minute increment by
clicking the Highlighter Width radio button beneath the trend plot graph.

2.

Then click the trend plot in the time range you wish to examine.
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Real-Time Reports

Data in the Summary Reports updates to reflect the chosen time range.

Changing Real-Time Information Views
Selecting a Trend Measurement: Rate, Volume, Utilization
Select Rate, Volume, or Utilization as a trend measurement by clicking the arrow in the Trend
Measurement drop-down box above the trend plot graph.

Selecting a Summary Report Type
Select Protocol, Host, Conversation, or Type of Service from the Summary Report Type drop-down box
above the pie charts. The top protocols, hosts, conversations, or types of service for that link are depicted
in 2 pie charts, one for traffic in the IN direction, followed by one for traffic in the OUT direction.
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Viewing Real-Time Host and Conversation Data per Protocol
With Protocols selected in the Summary Report section, click the H or C icon in the column following the
protocol name to view data on the current top hosts or conversations, respectively, for that specific
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protocol. In addition, within the Host and Conversation data, you can further select individual hosts and
conversations to see individual trend plots specific to them.
At one-minute highlighter granularity, the ReporterAnalyzer report shows the top 5 hosts and
conversations for the top 5 protocols. If you select a wider time interval, the number of hosts and
conversations per protocol increases. This is distinct from the total protocols, hosts, and conversations
shown in Real Time.

Clicking an H or C icon within the Summary Charts for top hosts and conversations displays a trend plot
of the individual host or conversation selected, as illustrated below.
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CUSTOM REPORTS
Create an Interface Group
Before you generate a Custom Report (or an Analysis), it is recommended that you configure an Interface
Group, along with a Protocol Group and a Time Filter if the latter are required in the configuration of
the Custom Report.

To create an Interface Group
1.

Select the Administration link at the top right corner of the screen. Select the Interfaces tab under
the Data Collection menu to access the Interface Configuration screen. Select the Interface Groups
tab in the header.

2.

On the Interface Group Configuration screen click Add/Remove tab above the Interface Groups list.

3.

On the Add an Interface Group configuration screen, provide a Name and Description of a new
interface group, and click Submit.

4.

The following screen shows where you are able to add individual interfaces to the Interface Group:
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5.

On the Add/Remove Interfaces screen highlight the interfaces that you wish to include in the new
Interface Group. Press down the CTRL key to highlight several interfaces at the same time. Click
Add at the bottom right of the top pane.

To sort the interfaces before you select them:
1. Enter the interface name, or an extension of the name adjacent to the asterisk in
the Filter Interface List box.
2. Click Apply. Only the interfaces that match the search criteria will display in the
upper window, ready for you to select and add.

6.
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7.

Click the Done button at the bottom right corner of the screen; the Interface Group configuration
screen appears, now showing the list of available interfaces sorted by Name and Description:

(Clicking on an Interface name will show Name and Description for that interface.)

Create a Protocol Group
Protocol Groups are an optional element in the configuration of Custom Reports and Analyses. Like
Interface Groups, they should be configured prior to running a Custom Report or an Analysis.
To configure a Protocol Group (useful for Web and Mail applications), perform the following steps:
1.

Select the Administration at the top right of the Reports screen.

2.

Under Administration, select Protocols under the Data Collection menu, select the Protocol Groups
tab in the black header to access the Protocol Group Configuration screen (shown below):
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3.

Click the Add tab on the Protocol Groups page to configure a new Protocol Group: Provide an
appropriate and identifying Group Name, then a Description. Click Submit.

4.

Return to the Protocol Group Configuration page, now showing the new Protocol Group as selected,
click List for the Add/Remove tab to show in the lower half of the page:
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5.

On the Add/Remove Protocols window, select the relevant protocols to add (as shown). Press CTRL
to simultaneously select multiple protocols. Filter the listed protocols to jump to only those protocols
you wish to include. In our example, we entered the http prefix to the asterisk and clicked Apply,
and then clicked Add.

6.

The added Protocols display in the lower window listing included Protocols. Click Done.

7.

The complete definition of the configured Protocol Group will now display on the refreshed
configuration screen.
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Tips
To change the Protocol Group Configuration, navigate to the Protocol Groups screen under Data
Collection, select the group, then click the Edit button.
To list all Protocols included in the Group configuration, click List.
To see only specific Protocols included in the group, enter an extension of the Protocol name
adjacent to the asterisk (Apply a Protocol Filter).

Define a Time Filter (Optional)
Add a Time Filter
A Time Filter further refines the reporting period, targeting the specific hourly interval on certain days of
the week, within the reporting duration.

1.

Select the Time Filters tab under Administration: Reporting to define the relevant time period: For
example, for a Work Day Time Filter, you wish to target Monday through Friday, 8.00 AM - 5.00 PM:

2.

Provide an appropriate name for the Time Filter, one that is self-explanatory during configuration of
the reporting duration. Provide details in the Description field.

3.

Select the Days of the week that will be reported if you select this Time Filter, checking the
corresponding boxes.

4.

Choose the hours (and minutes) to specify From and To in the time range that will be spanned by this
Time Filter, using the pull-down menus provided.

5.

Click Submit.

Create a Custom Report
Custom Reports allow you to capture a filtered data set for the desired time period on a specific interface
or interface group.
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For example: You wish to capture all HTTP traffic for the New York region of your enterprise wide
network. How would you use ReporterAnalyzer to accomplish this goal? Simply create a Custom
Report for the New York Interface Group, targeting the HTTP Protocol using the Custom Reports Wizard
to do so:
Certain components such as Interface Groups and Protocol Groups can be configured using the
Administration interface, prior to generating a Custom Report.
1.

Once you have logged on to ReporterAnalyzer, (both User and Admin names and passwords will log
you on with the required permissions), select the Custom Reports tab under the Reports menu.

2.

Click the beige colored Add tab on the Custom Reports screen to access the first screen of the Custom
Report Wizard (shown below):

3.

Select the Create a new custom report option, click Next.

4.

On the following screen, choose the appropriate report type for the data you wish to see for a
particular interface:

To see the data broken down by the selected interfaces, check the Interface option.
To see the top Protocols for chosen Interfaces/Interface Groups, choose the Protocol option.
To see the top Hosts or top Conversations seen by selected Protocols or Protocol Groups for
chosen interfaces, select the Host or Conversation Report type.
5.

Click Next.

6.

No matter what the Report Type you select, the following selections must be made - first Adding,
then Including:
Interface Filter or Interface Group Filter - to determine which Interfaces/Groups to report
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Protocol Filter or Protocol Group Filter - to determine which Protocol/Groups to report.
Host Filter or Conversation Filter - to choose Host (IP Address) or Conversation (IP Address Custom
Reports allow you to capture a filtered data set for the desired time period on a specific interface or
interface group.
For example: You wish to capture all HTTP traffic for the New York region of your enterprise wide
network. How would you use ReporterAnalyzer to accomplish this goal? Simply create a Custom
Report for the New York Interface Group, targeting the HTTP Protocol using the Custom Reports Wizard
to do so:
Certain components such as Interface Groups, and Protocol Groups must be configured using the
Administration interface, prior to generating a Custom Report.
1.

Once you have logged on to ReporterAnalyzer, (both User and Admin names and passwords will log
you on with the required permissions), select the Custom Reports tab under the Reports menu.

2.

Click the beige colored Add tab on the Custom Reports screen to access the first screen of the Custom
Report Wizard (shown below):

3.

Select the Create a new custom report option, click Next.

4.

On the following screen, choose the appropriate report type for the data you wish to see for a
particular interface. To see an example of each report type, click the Example link next to each type:
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To see the data broken down by the selected interfaces, check the Interface option.
To see the top Protocols for chosen Interfaces/Interface Groups, choose the Protocol option.
To see the top Hosts or top Conversations seen by selected Protocols or Protocol Groups for
chosen interfaces, select the Host or Conversation Report type.
5.

Click Next.

6.

No matter what the Report Type you select, the following selections must be made - first Adding,
then Including:
Interface Filter or Interface Group Filter - to determine which Interfaces/Groups to report

Protocol Filter or Protocol Group Filter - to determine which Protocol/Groups to report.
Host Filter or Conversation Filter - to choose Host (IP Address) or Conversation (IP Address
Pair) to report on.
7.

To filter interfaces you wish to report on, click the Add Interface Filter/Group Filter tab on the Select
Interfaces screen that displays if you choose Interface as Report Type. The Interface Groups and
Protocol Groups - if you choose to select them - must have been pre-configured using the
Administration interface.
i. If you select the Interfaces tab, on the pop-up window that lists interfaces per router, click on
the blue arrow to the left of a router to expand, then select the interfaces to report. (Click Check
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All to select all the interfaces on a particular router for reporting, all at once). Select the
Interface Groups tab to select on a previously configured Interface Group:

i. Press the Submit button at the bottom of the window.
ii. Upon returning to the Select Interfaces screen, select the Include option (Inclusion column)
and check the corresponding box for the interface(s) you wish to report on. To leave specific
interfaces out of the equation, choose Exclude, then check the adjacent box(es). Click Next to
proceed to the next screen.
8.

To filter Protocols or Protocol Group, click the Add Protocol Filter/Group tab.
i. On the resulting pop-up window, select the check box(es) corresponding to the
Protocols/Groups you want reported.
ii. To sort protocol names by number or letter, click on the first letter/number of the protocol
name to jump to those protocols. You can choose to index protocols by port number as well
(make selection using input menu in beige header). Choose TCP, UDP, or TCP and UDP ports
for a list of port ranges of the specified type. Click the blue arrow to the left of the port range
(once it displays) to see and select individual ports that you wish to add:

i. Press Submit at the bottom of the screen.
ii. Upon returning to the Select Protocols screen, choose Include/Exclude, and select the
corresponding check box for the Interfaces you wish to include or exclude from the list of
reported protocols. Click Next to proceed to the next screen.
9.
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i. For a Host filter, on the Host Mask window that displays, enter the Host/network IP and mask
(as shown below); click Submit.

ii. To include this Host for reporting, on the Select Hosts screen, adjacent to the added Host
name, select Include in the input menu and check the box to the left of Host Name. Click
Next to proceed to the next screen.
iii. To add and include a Conversation, you would click the Add Conversations tab, then specify
and submit the IP Address pair that you wish to report on, before you include it for reporting.
iv. Click Next, after the necessary filters have been added.

10. Define a Reporting Period or time interval to be spanned by report: After you have added the filters that
capture the exact subset of data that you want (as described above), your next task is to specify the
Reporting Period - the time interval over which results will be reported. This will include the
following components:
Reporting Period (the time interval at which data is pulled): Use the input menu to specify
Duration only, a combination of Duration and Start/End date, or Start and End Date only. Note
that each Duration (Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly) has its own default resolution - selected by
default when you choose the Duration. However, for more or less detail, you may change the
Resolution that is associated with each interval.
Time Filters, capture only the relevant time period, for example, your workday.
Resolution determines the level of detail you see in your report.

Before you specify these elements of the reporting period, use the pull-down menu at the top of the
screen, to choose one of the following options:
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Specify a start date and a duration: This lets you select the start time and date from when reporting
will occur, and the frequency with which data is pulled for reporting purposes. The termination
date for reported data is the time and date when you choose to manually run the report.
Specify a duration and an end date: This lets you choose the frequency with which traffic data will
be pulled (for example, DAILY) and a termination date for reported data. Reporter will start
pulling data at the specified duration, when you choose to run the report - ending on the selected
end date. If specified, Time Filters will apply to the duration. For example: If you choose a Daily
Duration and workday Time Filter, data seen on a daily basis for the workday till the end date,
will be reported.
Specify a start date and an end date: Define the time range over which data will be reported, starting
on the Start Date, terminating on the end date you choose. If a Time Filter is selected, it will
apply to the time range. For example, a selection of workday will only pull the relevant hours for
each day within the defined time range.
If you specify duration only: Reporting will commence for the duration, ending at the time you
manually choose to queue the report to run. (Termination date is the date and time you choose to
run the report). A Time Filter, if selected, will further refine the results to reflect traffic seen only
during the relevant hours (specified in the Time Filter).
i. Specify a sampling resolution other than the default or Recommended Resolution. When you
select a Reporting Period (Duration and/or date range) the recommended sampling resolution
for optimal viewing is automatically selected. Changing this resolution to Custom will
modify the period over which data is averaged, and may lead to less satisfactory views of the
reported data in trend plot format.
ii. Select a Time Filter from the list of those available: To segment your reporting period in other
ways, select other work hours, work days etc., you would have to create a new Time Filter
using the administration interface - the Reporting: Time Filters menu.
iii. Click Next to proceed to the screen where you will name this report so that you can identify it
in a list.
iv. Provide a Name and a Description for the Custom Report you are currently configuring:

Note: In the Report Name field, make sure the name is very specific and conveys the main objective so
that it is easy to identify in a list of Custom Reports.

11. Click Next.
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12. Proceed to Set Role Permissions and click Next to schedule the report.
A custom report may be scheduled to run at a specific time, on a particular day of the week, or on a
particular day of the month. This is separate from the reporting period that includes most recent day,
most recent week, most recent month, or as defined in the original definitions. After these options are
checked, you can then provide a list of e-mail addresses to which the report is sent upon completion.
For example, if you run a custom report to examine a 24-hour period, you can then schedule the
report to run every Monday and use a reporting period of the most recent day. This results in a report
on the most recent 24-hour period every Monday morning, which you can then have automatically emailed to a list of people.
13. Create a schedule for the report, either static or ongoing, by selecting a future time and date, or a
regular day or month on which to run the report. You may also provide e-mail addresses to which
you would like the report to be sent. Then click Next to proceed to the report Definition Summary
page.

14. Verify that all report information is correct on the Definition Summary page that appears, or edit
any necessary details by clicking the detail names. Each name is linked to its original configuration
page.
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15. To run the report right away, select Queue Report Now. You will return to the Custom Reports
home page where Running under the Status column indicates that the report is being processed.
16. Once the report indicates that it is Complete, you can click on the report name to review results.

Edit an Existing Custom Report
1.

Under the Reports menu, select the Custom Reports tab.

2.

Scroll down the Custom Reports (list) page, and click the Edit icon for the report you wish to modify:
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3.

Use the Report Summary page to make any changes to the data set that this report aims to capture:

4.

Select the link in the left column to change the value of that metric.

Note: Once you edit a Custom Report, you will have changed its definition permanently. If you wish
to make slight modifications to an existing Custom Report, but would like to maintain the original
report, we recommend that you copy the Custom Report and change it accordingly.

5.

Once you have edited the Custom Report, select Queue now to run the report, or Return to
Summary Listing to simply save your changes as a re-definition of the existing report. It is now
ready to be queued and run later.

Copy/Edit a Custom Report
On the first screen of the Custom Reports Wizard, you have the option to either generate a new report or
to copy and then edit an existing report that has been previously created.

Why would you copy a Custom Report?
Because it allows you to save the results for one report, then generate a copy of that report, making only
the necessary modifications to the copy.
If you edit a report, you change its definition. If you copy a report and modify it:
You still have the original report to compare results
You don't have to create an entirely new report to make slight modifications to the current report
definition.
For example, you can define a report to track utilization of links in the USA, then copy that report and
change the set of links to those in Germany. The result is two reports that can be compared. One could
name one report US Links, and name the other (copy) report, German Links, making it easy to
differentiate between the two and to compare results.
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To copy and edit a Custom Report
1.

Under Reports select the Custom Reports tab.

2.

Choose to add a new Custom Report by clicking the Add tab at the top left of the screen.

3.

On the Create New Report screen that appears, select Copy an existing Report (button) and use the
input menu to select the report you wish to copy.

4.

Once you click Next, the Report Summary Listing appears. You can edit the report definition by
selecting the links on the left:

5.

Under the Reports menu, select the Custom Reports tab.

6.

Scroll down the Custom Reports (list) page, and click the Edit icon for the report you wish to modify.

7.

Use the Report Summary page to make any changes to the data set that the report seeks to capture:
i. Select the link in the left column to change the value of that metric.
ii. Once you have made the desired modifications click the Return to Summary button from
where you can queue (run) the report.

View Custom Reports
When looking at the results of a Custom Report, you can select Summary Chart, Trend Plot or Summary
Table presentation - utilizing the different metrics by which you can sort the data:

For a Summary Chart, In, Out and Total Bytes are presented respectively for the requested traffic
data - in pie graph format.
For Summary Table select Rate Range and Volume Range using the pull-down menus provided.
Choosing Auto range scales reported values to the appropriate metric. Or specify the unit:
bits/sec or bytes. You have the Export CSV option as a yellow link at the top right. Click the
Select Measurements link (above the Summary Table - top right) to choose the measurements
you want included in the table.
For Summary Trend charts, select Traffic Direction (All, In and Out, or Total) and Measurement
as sort criteria.
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Note: In Capacity and Out Capacity indicated on Trend Plots - refers to Link Speed.
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The Select Measurements window allows you to i) choose the measurements that you wish to include in
the Summary table - Capacity (In, Out, Total), Average, Minimum and Maximum Volume, Rate and
Utilization (In, Out and Total), ii) Indicate the order in which the measurement appears in the table. To
order reported measurements in the table, select the measurement in the box on the right and click the
up, down arrows to relegate to a column in the table (highest in list, listed first in table - extreme left).
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ANALYSES TO LOG THRESHOLD VIOLATIONS

Perhaps you wish to monitor a specific link on your network, to know when utilization, rate or volume exceeds a
certain value, revealing an overloaded link, or the excessive dominance of a particular protocol, top talkers, or even
the presence of a virus.
Under the Reports menu in ReporterAnalyzer, create an Analysis that will log threshold violations of
specified values of Rate, Volume, or Utilization. For a system notification when such violations occur,
set Traps using the Administration section of the product.

1.

Select the Analyses tab on the Reports menu and access the Analysis home page. Click the beige
colored Add button to access the Analysis Wizard.

2.

You could use the Analysis Wizard to either i) create a new analysis or ii) copy an analysis that has
already been configured. The latter (Copy) makes it easier to modify the definition of an existing analysis
without having to create the Analysis from start.
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3.

Select the Create a new analysis option (as above), click Next.

4.

Choose the Interfaces/Interface Groups on which to run the Analysis:
i. On the Select Interfaces screen, you must add at least one Interface Filter or Interface Group
Filter to define the interfaces that this Analysis will target for threshold violations:

ii. Click the Add Interface/Interface Group Filter tab and access the Interface Index which
presents interface lists, sorted by Router. Expand by clicking on the blue arrow to the left of
each router listed.

iii. In the expanded view, select the interfaces (check boxes) you wish to include in this analysis,
then click the Submit button at the base of the form, using the blue (down) arrows on the
right to scroll down.

Note: For easier navigation select the Check All link to select all interfaces for the selected router.
Click Uncheck All to remove your interface selections.
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iv. Once you click Submit (scroll down to the bottom of the page), the Select Interfaces page will
show you a list of included interfaces (shown below). To individually exclude any of the
interfaces listed, simply select Exclude in the Inclusion menu. Click Next to proceed.

Choose Protocols/Protocol Groups:
On the Select Protocols screen in the Analysis Wizard, you must add at least one Protocol or Protocol
Group Filter in order to proceed with your Analysis configuration.
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1.

Click the Add Protocol or Add Protocol Group tab to access the Protocol Index where you can select
Protocols by name, by clicking on the first letter of Protocol Name, or choose to index by Port
Number. Note that OTHER protocols will be listed without encapsulation string. For example, see
aarp in the following screen:

2.

Click Submit at the base of the Protocol List window, and the selected Protocols will show up on the
refreshed Select Protocols screen (select Exclude in the pull-down menu in the Exclusion column to
remove Protocol Filters from the Analysis).
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3.

Click Next on the Select Protocols Screen (above) to access the page where you can specify a Host or
a Conversation that will be targeted by the analysis.

Target a Host or a Conversation
1.

Select the Add Host Filter or the Add Conversation Filter tab to specify IP Address and Mask for
the host or conversation, in the pop-up window that comes up:

2.

Click Submit to progress to the next screen of the Analysis Wizard where you can define the
reporting period: the time interval over which the report is to run.

Define a Reporting Period:
1.

Choose one of the following options using the drop-down menu provided:
Specify a start date and a duration: This lets you select the start time and date from when
reporting will occur, and the frequency with which data is pulled for reporting purposes. The
termination date for reported data is the time and date when you choose to manually run the
report.
Specify a duration and an end date: This lets you choose the frequency with which traffic data
will be pulled (for example, DAILY) and a termination date for reported data. Reporter will start
pulling data at the specified duration, when you choose to run the report, ending on the selected
end date. If specified, Time Filters will apply to the duration. For example: If you choose a Daily
Duration and workday Time Filter, data seen on a daily basis for the workday till the end date
will be reported.
Specify start date and end date: Define the time range over which data will be reported, starting
on the Start Date, terminating on the end date you choose. If a Time Filter is selected, it will
apply to the time range. For example, a selection of workday will only pull the relevant hours for
each day within the defined time range.
If you specify duration only: Reporting will commence for the duration, ending at the time you
manually choose to queue the report to run. (Termination date is the date and time you choose to
run the report). A Time Filter, if selected, will further refine the results to reflect traffic seen only
during the relevant hours (specified in the Time Filter).

2.

You may change Resolution from the recommended default (15 minutes) to minutes, hours, days,
weeks, years or enter a Custom resolution (other than 15*) - optional.
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3.

The selection of a Time Filter (optional) will ensure you only get results for a time period that matters
to you - for example, a Workday time filter would show results for every workday, work-hours only,
excluding lunch hours.

4.

Once you define the Reporting Period for the Analysis, click Next to proceed to the next page.

Define Threshold settings
To log a violation when traffic on an interface meets specified Rate, Volume or Utilization criteria:

You can set thresholds for In, Out and Total Traffic. If values set for Rate (in bps, bits per second),
Volume (in bytes) and Utilization values (percentages) are met, exceeded or fall below the set level,
violations will be logged on the chosen Interfaces.
1.
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2.

Who should be allowed to access the reports? On the Set Role Permissions page that displays next,
check the relevant boxes to assign roles. Click Next.

An Analysis may be scheduled to run at a specific time, on a particular day of the week, or on a particular
day of the month. This is separate from the reporting period that includes most recent day, most recent week,
most recent month, or as defined in the original definitions. After these options are checked, you can then
provide a list of e-mail addresses to which the report is sent upon completion. For example, if you run an
Analysis to examine a 24-hour period, you can then schedule it to run every Monday and use a reporting
period of the most recent day. This results in an Analysis on the most recent 24-hour period every Monday
morning, which you can then have automatically e-mailed to a list of people.
3.

Create a schedule for an Analysis, either static or ongoing, by selecting a future time and date, or a
regular day or month on which to run the report. You may also provide e-mail addresses to which
you would like the report to be sent.
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4.

Click Next to go to the Summary Definition page of the newly created Analysis. Select the link on
the left to edit that metric.

5.

Select Return to Report Listing to revert to the Analyses home page. Click on Queue Report Now to
run the report. You should see the Running status (shown below) along with an indicator of
progress in the Status Message column.

Note: To re-run a completed report (which you may wish to do if you selected Duration only for the
reporting period) click on Complete (in the Status column) to access the Change Report Status box;
then select Queued to run.

6.

Once you see Complete in the Status column; select the Analysis Name to access the report.

Run and Report on Analyses
To run an analysis and access a report on the results, you must be on the Analyses home page under
Reports.
1.
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2.

To run an analysis before you report on it, you must select a status of queued (using the pull-down
menu in the status column) to run the analysis. The analysis cannot currently show a status of 'Running'
if you wish to view a report on the analysis. It must complete running before it shows a status of 'Complete'
when you access the report .

3.

Once it shows complete, click on the Analysis Name in the Interface Name column to look at the
report (shown below) which organizes violations by interface:

Violations by Interface

Select the Time Unit in which you wish to review results; for example: Hours:Minutes. Also
select the Rate Range to specify if you wish to see traffic rates displayed in bps (bits per second),
Kbps etc. Choosing Auto Range will scale the results to appropriate units of time and rate
respectively.
Click Paginate results to see 10 results on a page in the case of multiple results. You can navigate
to successive pages by selecting the page numbers at the bottom of the report
This sortable report presents the detailed customized results of the analysis. Along with the
relevant traffic average and maximum rates for the interface(s) that saw the violations, Time Over
Threshold, Total Time, Percent Time are presented for each interface listed on the report:

Time Over Threshold

The total duration of the threshold violation - how long it
lasted

Total Time

The reporting period for the Analysis that logged the
violation

Percent Time Over
Threshold

The percentage of total reporting time that violation took up

Average Rate, In, Out

The Traffic Average Rate for inbound and outbound traffic
noted on the interface on which the violation occurred
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Maximum Rate In, Out

The Maximum Rate for inbound and outbound traffic noted
on the interface on which the violation occurred

Longest Violation Reported

The duration of the longest violation on the interface (in
hours and minutes)

You have the option to export Analysis results to CSV format for convenient tabular viewing.
Click on the Export CSV link at the top right corner of the report. If you choose to export to CSV
format, it is recommended that you choose specific Time Range and Rate Range units (and not
Auto Range) for easier viewing.
4.

Drill into the Interface details: Clicking on the Interface Name hyperlink in the Violation Summary
report (previous diagram on this page) will display a Calendar chart blocking out the segments of
time during which the threshold violations were experienced, allowing you to actually see the
violations on the interface, in an easy-to-view format:

Violations by Date and Time (on individual Interface)
The ReporterAnalyzer interface gives you the ability to select specific Time and Rate Units or to use the
Auto Range feature (selected using the Time Unit and Rate Range pull-down menus above the report).
Along the X axis, you can see the number of violations on the interface each day of the reporting period.
On the Y-axis, check the times of day that witness the poorest performance, indicated by the most solid
color bars.
1.

Drill into Violation Details by Time: On the same screen select Table for Presentation (pull-down
menu) to access the following report:

Violation Details by Duration: Start and End Time
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Each violation experienced on the selected link is presented, starting with the longest violation by
default; The data in this report on violation details is ordered by Duration of individual
violations, Start and End Dates and Times for the violation, and Average Rate In and Out for the
traffic seen on that interface during the reporting period are presented.
Clicking on the Start Time for a violation displays the protocol traffic trends experienced over
the duration of the violation on the selected interface:

Note:
To email the report or print analysis results, simply click on the e-mail or print link at the top
right of the analysis results page. In the case of an Analysis that runs over a reporting duration
(no start and end date), you may wish to schedule recurring emails.
Click the Export CSV link at the top right corner of the Violation Details report to export the
report to CSV format.

Notification: Set Traps
Note: All traps in ReporterAnalyzer 6 occur in real time with a one-minute granularity.
Set traps for a system notification every time a violation is logged on the chosen interface or interface
groups. This is achieved using the Administration interface - Analyses: Traps.
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To set a Trap
Before you set a Trap, make sure that the Trap Destination, or the IP Address or DNS name of the server
where analysis traps are sent, has been correctly set under Application settings (Application: Settings
menu) - an Administration function.
1.

Select the Administration link at the top right corner of a screen in ReporterAnalyzer.

2.

Select the Traps option under the Analysis menu.

3.

On the Trap Configuration screen, click the Add tab to access the Add a Trap form:

4.

Provide the following information:
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Description

Define the goal - why are you setting this Trap?

Interface or
Interface Group

Click on the Interface field in the form to access the Select
Interface window where you can check the interface or an
interface group on which the trap will record violations.

Protocol

Click on the Protocol field to access the Select Protocol pop-up
where you can check the protocols to be analyzed.

Time Filter

Use the pull-down menu to select one of the available Time
Filters to narrow the window of time during which traps will be
set for logged violations.

Thresholds

Select Utilization, Rate or Volume, then provide appropriate
values for IN and OUT traffic to be measured as a base value for
thresholds. Violations are logged when the indicated values are
exceeded.
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5.

Once a trap is defined, click Update Harvesters to send the trap definition to the Harvesters for RealTime trap functionality.

Communicating Results (reports) to the Right Individual
Can I E-mail Reports?
Reports can be e-mailed while you are reviewing a report.
1.

On the report screen, click on the E-mail Page link at the top right corner of the Report to access the
e-mail Scheduling form:

2.

On the form shown above, enter the E-Mail address(es) of the recipient (s).

3.

Provide a definition of the main contents of the Report - for example, Interface IP Address or Protocol
being reported to display in the Subject header of the email.

4.

Select the relevant checkboxes to schedule recurring emails on specific days of the week for reports
that run over a duration (no fixed start and/or end dates).

5.

Select the Send-Now checkbox for a one-time delivery of the email.

6.

Click the Send E-Mail button.
The E-Mail Scheduling Confirmation page will display notifying you that the email was successfully
sent.
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Note: To cancel a scheduled e-mail, select the Schedule E-Mail tab under Reports - check the box
corresponding to the e-mail you wish to delete, then click the Delete tab above.

Cancelling a Scheduled Email

Once a report is scheduled it will display when you select the Schedule E-Mail tab on the Reports menu.
7.

View the scheduled e-mail by subject and recipient as well as the details of transmission (Last Sent).

8.

Check the Select box for the e-mail you wish to remove; then click the Delete tab.

Note: To edit a scheduled e-mail, simply click on the subject to access the edit form.
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VIRUS SCAN WIZARD

The Virus Scan Wizard helps you detect viruses by setting up Traps and Analyses for anomalies in rate,
volume, or link utilization of specific protocols in a 24-hour period.

To launch the Virus Scan Wizard
1.

Click Virus Scan in the Reports menu; then click the Next button on the Network Virus Scan Wizard
page that opens.

2.

Select a protocol to monitor by clicking the Select Protocol link. A Protocol Index appears, allowing
you to select the protocol you wish to monitor.

3.

Specify a rate, volume, or utilization threshold with the drop-down box and value field that follows.
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An Analysis and a Real-time Trap are then auto-created.
You will be able to easily identify the analysis created by the Virus Wizard because the status message
next to the analysis will say Generated by the Network Virus Scan Wizard.

Note: You must run the analysis manually from the Analyses section. In order to activate the
trap, it must be deployed from the Administration Traps configuration page.
See the Run and Report on Analyses topic.
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ADVISORY SERVICE

NetQoS offers customers an Advisory Service subscription option to provide custom analysis of their
ReporterAnalyzer data, and to give specific expert recommendations for improved network performance.
Customers of the Advisory Service benefit from the expertise of NetQoS engineers who monitor their
data and then provide a customized monthly report of analysis and recommendations to address the
customer’s specific network issues, and to improve their network performance.
An Advisory Service page can be accessed in the ReporterAnalyzer interface from the Reports menu.

Current Advisory Service customers will find in this section a link to their most recent advisory reports.
To view a sample Advisory Report, click the Sample Advisory Report link.
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The following are a few examples of how ReporterAnalyzer can help you monitor and manage the
performance of your network:

Track All Applications to a Particular Host
Track all the protocols seen on the Host (IP Address 172.11.138.144) on the London Interface Group link
(10.1.176.127)::Serial0/0 .

To accomplish this objective you will follow these steps:

1.

First, create an Interface Group for the London link set on which this host occurs.

2.

Select Custom Reports under the Reports menu.

3.

Click Add.

4.

On the Create New Report screen, select the Create a new custom report option, click Next:

.
5.
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On the Select Report Type screen, select Protocol since you wish to report on all protocols seen by
the target host:
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6.

Click Next.

For Select Interface Group:
7.

On the Select Interfaces screen click on the Add Interface Group Filter tab, to select the preconfigured London Interface Group on the pop-up selection window.

i. Click Submit at the bottom of the window to return to the Select Interfaces screen, where the
London Interface Group should show up as selected.

ii. Click Next.
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8.

The Select Protocols screen is where you will select the All Protocols Group (do not choose the
single Protocol filter for All Protocols - this will not give you the protocol breakdown):
i. Click the Add Protocol Group Filter tab:

ii. On the window that displays, check the All Protocols group, press Submit.

iii. The added Protocol Group should display on the page to which you return.
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iv. Click Next to proceed to the selection of the Host that you wish to target ((IP Address
172.11.138.144) for a breakdown of all protocols seen:

9.

For Choose the Host Filter:
i. Click the Add Host Filter tab. On the window that displays, provide the IP address of the
host in the Host/Network IP box and the mask.

ii. Press Submit. The added Host Filter should be show up on the Select Hosts and
Conversations page (as below).

iii. Click Next.

10. Define the Reporting Period during which you wish to see Protocol breakdown for the selected
Host. Assuming you wish to see results over the past day, select the Specify Duration only option
and a Duration of 1 day. Retain the Recommended resolution of 15 minutes averaging detail, and do
not apply any Time Filter (since you wish to capture the entire 24-hour period and not only the
Work-day):
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11. Click Next, and provide a name and description that will help identify this report in a list of Custom
Reports. In our example we called it the London webserver - providing the detail that we aim to
capture all Protocols seen by this host - in the Description text box.

12. Click Next to open the Scheduling screen and schedule the report. If you do not want to schedule the
report, click the Not Scheduled radio button.
13. Click Next to proceed to the Set Role Permissions screen (below) where you can select the userdefined roles that should determine access to viewing this report.
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14. Click Next for the Definition Summary - listing the basic metrics you configured for this report,
allowing you to edit any part of this definition, simply by selecting the appropriate hyperlink to the
left.

15. To run the report right away, click the Queue Report Now button. You should see a Status of
Running on the Reports page to which you will return.

16. Once you see a Complete status, click on the report name, London web server, to view the report.
This is a report that will give you a fresh set of results every time you choose to run it, since you
chose a daily duration for the reporting period. It will capture results for the past 24 hours every
time you run it.

View the High use protocol
ID top applications
Identify unknown traffic
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Target a Subnet-to-Subnet Conversation
Examine the Subnet to Subnet TCP traffic between the Finance and Marketing departments in your
enterprise. The two subnets on a single link are 172.11.0.0<>172.14.0.0 on the Houston Fast Ethernet
interface: Houston (10.2.176.127)::FastEthernet0/0.

1.

Select the Custom Reports tab under the Reports menu and click the Add tab.

2.

On the Create New Report page, select the Create a new custom report option:

3.

Click Next to proceed to the next screen.

4.

Choose Conversation as Report Type to capture the subnet-to-subnet conversation:
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5.

Click Next to access the screen that lets you add the Interface filter for the Houston interface on
which the target subnets reside.

6.

Choose Interface Filter:

i. Select the Add Interface Filter tab to access the window where you will select the Houston
probe (click the blue arrow to expand), then select the relevant Fast Ethernet interface (as
shown below.

ii. Once you press Submit (at the bottom of the window), the chosen interface should show up
in the Interface Filter list.
iii. Click Next.

7.

Choose (tcp) Protocol Group that you wish to breakdown in the subnet to subnet conversation
traffic: (Note that the tcp Protocol Group will provide the breakdown in the report - selecting tcp
Protocol Filter will treat all tcp as a single protocol)
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i. On the Select Protocols screen, click on Add Protocol Group Filter for the select Protocol
Groups window, and select the tcp Protocols box. Click Submit.

ii. The Select Protocols screen should now show the tcp Protocol filter as included.

iii. Click Next.

8.

On the Select Hosts and Conversations screen:
i. Choose Add Conversation filter to specify the subnet to subnet conversation between the two
departments:

ii. On the Conversation Mask window, enter the subnet IP and mask in the spaces provided, for
each network.
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iii. Click Submit to see the newly added conversation filter. Click Next.

iv. You are given the option to roll up results by subnet or using the mask. Rolling up results by
subnet will show traffic break-down per subnet in the conversation. Rolling up data using the
mask will simply show results for all hosts included in the conversation. In this case, you
should choose to roll up results by subnet:

v. Click Next to move onto the configuration of a reporting period on the subsequent screen.

9.

Next, define a Reporting Period with a 7-day duration and ending on September 30, 2003.
i. Choose the Specify a duration and an end date option. Select 7 Days using the Duration
menu, and the Recommended Resolution, and choose to apply a Time Filter named "Work
Day".
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ii. Click Next.

10. Provide Name and Description for the report on the next screen. Make it informative, since the
Name will display in the header of the report and inform you regarding the intent of the report; click
Next.

11. Choose the roles that will have the permissions to view this report by selecting the appropriate checkbox(es). These roles must have been pre-configured using the administration interface.

12. Click Next to add a schedule to the report; then click Next again to see a Definition Summary.
13. On the Definition Summary, review your report definition one more time before you decide to run
the report by selecting the Queue Report button, (at the bottom of the definition summary) or simply
return to the Custom Reports Home page (Report Listing) and run it later.
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14. If you do queue the report, you will see a status of Running in the status column on the Custom
Reports list page. Once it shows Complete you can select the report name to view the results.

When is the Total Utilization for All Protocols across a Subset of Links in
excess of 80%?
To know when the total utilization for all protocols across a subset of links exceeds 80% utilization, run
an Analysis.
For example, the New York WAN group is in excess of 80%. The required components are the New York
WAN Interface Group, the All Protocol Group (to get protocol breakdown in results) and (optionally) a
Time filter, to segment the workday for a more precisely relevant subset of results:
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The All Protocol Group is provided by default in ReporterAnalyzer, so all we need to configure are:
The New York WAN Interface Group - the target of this report
A Workday Time Filter spanning business hours 9.00 AM - 5.00 PM

15. First create the New York Interface Group:
i. Select the Administration link at the top right and select the Interfaces tab under the
Administration: Data Collection menu:

ii. Select the Interface Groups tab in the header for the Interface Group Configuration screen
and click Add. The Add an Interface Group page will display (shown below):

iii. Provide a relevant name and description in the text boxes provided for the purpose. As an
example, enter: New York WAN Group and an appropriate description. Click Submit to
proceed to the Interface Group Configuration page for the created Interface Group (shown
below).
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iv. To add select interfaces to the Interface Group, click the Add/Remove tab and access the
Add/Remove Interfaces window.

v. Press CTRL and select all the New York interfaces available for selection in the top pane of the
window. To go to the New York interfaces type in "New York" before the asterisk in the Filter
Interface List, press Apply. Click the Add button in the left corner of the top pane.
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vi. The assigned interfaces will now display in the lower pane of the window (Interfaces assigned
to New York WAN Group). Press Done.
vii. The refreshed Interface Group configuration page will now show the added interfaces:

16. Now that you are ready to create the Analysis; select the Analysis tab under the Reports menu:
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17. Click the Add tab to access the page where you can create a new Analysis. Select the Create a New
Analysis option, press Next:

18. Next, select the Interface Group that is relevant to your purposes, New York WAN Group.

i. Once you have checked the box corresponding to the New York WAN Group, press the
Submit button at the bottom of the window:
ii. The included Interface Group will display on the refreshed page.
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i. Click Next.

19. Protocol Group Selection:
i. On the Select Protocols screen select the Add Protocol Group Filter tab:

ii. On the selection window, check the All Protocols group, and click Submit. The included
Protocol Group will display on the Protocol Group configuration page.

iii. Click Next.
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20. Since you wish to capture all traffic on the New York WAN group, do not filter a specific Host or
Conversation: Click Next on the Select Hosts and Conversations screen. This will give you all
protocols on the New York WAN Interface Group.
21. Specify a Reporting Period to define the time interval over which the report should run. For the
purposes of this report, we selected a date range from 2003-09-01 - 2003-09-20. We selected a Work
Day Time Filter to report only on working hours in the organization.

22. Click Next. You will access the Threshold Settings page where you can define that a violation is to be
logged when traffic for the All Protocols Group exceeds 80% utilization of the New York WAN Link
set.
23. Use the menus to select Total Traffic, Utilization, exceeds 80% respectively to define the criteria
when a violation is logged on the interface. Click Next.

24. Identify the Analysis Report with a name that will convey the objective of the report - for example
NY Links, 80% Utilization etc.
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25. Click Next to access the screen where you can select one of the listed roles to define who can run this
report. Then click Next to add a schedule to the report.

26. Click Next again to return to the Definition Summary page for this report. You still have the
opportunity to modify the definition by clicking on the metric name to the left.

27. To run the report, click on Queue Report Now. Once the status of Running (shown in the following
screen) changes to Complete, you can click on the Analysis Report name (Name column) to review
the results.
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Baseline the Traffic Total for all Ports of a Custom Application in the
Region
To baseline the traffic total for all ports of a custom application that spans the UDP ports 165, 166, 167,
168, tracking the Phoenix Link (Interface 10) on the SE3 router, perform the following steps:

Create the Protocol Group (Phoenix UDP 165 166 167 168)
1.

First, create the Protocol Group to define the custom application (UDP ports 165, 166, 167, 168) using
the Protocol Groups menu under the administration interface.

2.

Once you log onto ReporterAnalyzer, select the Administration link at the top right corner of the
screen to access the Administration interface.

3.

Select the Protocols tab under the Data Collection menu. In the header of the Protocol Configuration
screen, select the Protocol Groups tab, and access the Protocol Group Configuration screen shown
below:

4.

On the Protocol Group Configuration screen, click Add. This displays the Protocol Group
Configuration screen: Provide a Name and a Description for this Protocol Group. In our example,
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we call the Protocol Group Phoenix (UDP 165. 166. 167, 168) and provide the spanned ports in the
description:

5.

Click Submit. You will return to the Protocol Group Configuration screen.

Now, Generate Custom Report:
6.

Now you are ready to generate the Custom Report, select the Reports link in the top right of the
screen. Under the Reports menu, select the Custom Reports tab.

7.

On the first screen of the Custom Report Wizard, select the Create a new custom report option, click
Next on the screen shown below:

8.

On the Select Report Type screen, select Protocol as your option to break data down by UDP port for
the Phoenix custom application that you wish to report on:

9.

Click Next on the second screen of the Custom Report Wizard. The Interface/Interface Group
selection screen displays:
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10. Select the Add Interface Filter tab (since we know that we will be selecting a single interface Interface 10 on the SE3 router).
11. You will access the Select Interfaces window (shown below): Click on a blue arrow to expand a
router, and select the Interface 10 check box for the SE3 router listed. Scroll down the window to
click Submit.

12. The Select Interfaces screen refreshes, now showing the included Interface:

13. Click Next. The Select Protocols screen (below) is for you to choose the Protocol Group Filter - add
the pre-configured Protocol Group (Phoenix, UDP 165, 166, 167, 168). Click Add Protocol Group
Filter:
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14. On the select Protocol Groups, the Phoenix Protocol Group you configured is available for selection.
Check the box to its left. Scroll down to click Submit at the bottom of the screen.

15. On the Select Protocol screen, the Phoenix Protocol Group spanning the ports of the custom
application will be included.

16. Click Next for the Select Hosts and Conversations screen where you will make no selections (unless
you wish to target only a specific host or IP Address pair on the selected interface, that sees the
Phoenix application). Click Next.
17. Specify Reporting Period on the next screen to set the time interval over which you want results
reported.
18. For this report we selected a Duration only reporting period of 1 month at the Recommended
Resolution of 8 hours. We used the Time Filter pull-down menu choosing a Workday interval to
report during the past month - ending the day the report is run for results.
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19. Click Next and access the following screen: Provide an appropriate name and description in the text
boxes provided.
Note: To be able to easily identify the goal of your custom report in the Custom Reports list or in a
report header, provide a descriptive name:

20. Click Next to access the authentication screen where you can assign roles and permissions. Check the
boxes that correspond to the roles required to view this report:

21. Click Next to schedule the report. Or, if you do not wish to create a schedule, select the Not
scheduled radio button at the top of the Scheduling screen.
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22. Click Next for the Definition Summary for the report you have just created - it is still open for edits at
this point . Simply click the relevant link on the left to modify the definition for this report:

23. Click Queue Report Now to run the report - the Custom Reports page will display a Running Status
for this report:
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24. Once the Status switches to Complete, you can click on the link name to view the report results.

Trend Plot Presentation: Shows Rate Measurements for each one of the ports on which this custom
application runs. Traffic Direction is All hence Rate In, Out and Rate Total - ordered by Total Bytes; For
Utilization statistics, select Measurement: Utilization.

Track KaZaA Traffic
Does KaZaA exist anywhere on my T1 network?

1.

Under the Reports menu, select the Custom Reports tab:

2.

Click Add to access the Custom Report Wizard: Select the Create a new custom report option:
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3.

Click Next on the Create New Report screen to access the page where you can choose how you want
the data summarized: Select the Protocol option since you wish to dissect data by the KaZaA
(Protocol) application.

4.

Click Next for the Select Interfaces screen. Click the Add Interface Group Filter tab to access the
Select Interface Group window where you will select the Interface Group you wish to analyze: In
our example we selected the WAN-interfaces group.

5.

Click the Submit button at the bottom right of the above window. You will return to the Interface
Configuration screen which now shows the selected Interface Group.
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Click Next to access the Select Protocols window (shown in the second diagram of these two) where you
will add a Protocol Filter for KaZaA which is seen on port 1214. Click Add Protocol Filter to see the
Protocol Index Web Page dialog:

6.

On the Protocol Index dialog, choose to index by Port Number (Index by pull-down menu in beige
header), and choose to Show TCP Ports.

7.

Since we know KaZaA is seen on TCP port 1214, click the blue arrow to expand the 1024 - 1279 port
range (shown below), select the check box that corresponds to the 1214 port number.

8.

Scroll down to click Submit.

9.

You will return to the Protocol Configuration screen which now shows the included Protocol (port)
KaZaA. Click Next.
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10. Since you are not targeting a specific Host or Conversation, on the next screen no Hosts or
Conversations are added:

11. Click Next to specify the Reporting Period on the following screen:

12. On the screen shown above, specify Start and End Dates and Times for Reporting Period. Click on
the mini-calendar icon in the date fields to expedite your selection. Maintain the recommended
resolution, and select a Work Day Time Filter which must have been previously configured using the
function under Administration. Click Next.
Reporting: Time Filters
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13. On the following screen in the wizard, define an appropriate and descriptive Name and Description
in the text boxes provided for this. Click Next:

14. The next screen allows you to define the necessary roles required to view this report.

15. Click Next to define a schedule for this report.
16. Click Next to go to the Definition Summary where you can still modify the definition for this report
by selecting the relevant link on the left:
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17. To run the report right away, select the Queue Report Now tab at the bottom of the screen:

18. Once the Running status message on the Custom Reports screen changes to Complete, click on the
Report Name, KaZaA on WAN Links to view the report.
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